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INTRODUCTION 

1. By Order of the Court dated January 12, 2012 (the “Initial Order”), Valle Foam 

Industries (1995) Inc. (“Valle Foam”), Domfoam International Inc. (“Domfoam”) and 

A-Z Sponge & Foam Products Ltd. (“A-Z Foam”) (collectively, the “Applicants” or the 

“Companies”), obtained protection from their creditors pursuant to the Companies’ 

Creditors Arrangement Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-36, as amended (the “CCAA”).  The 

CCAA proceeding with respect to the Applicants is referred to herein as the “CCAA 

Proceeding”. 

2. Pursuant to the Initial Order, Deloitte & Touche Inc. was appointed monitor of the 

Applicants as part of the CCAA Proceeding (the “Monitor”).  Pursuant to the Initial 

Order, all proceedings against the Applicants were stayed until February 10, 2012, or 

until such later date as this Court would order (the “Stay Period”).  A copy of the Initial 

Order is attached hereto as Exhibit “A”. 

3. On July 1, 2013, Deloitte & Touche Inc. changed its name to Deloitte Restructuring Inc. 

(hereafter, “Deloitte”). 

4. As noted in the Monitor’s Fourth Report to the Court dated June 12, 2012, Valle Foam 

changed its name to 3113736 Canada Ltd. and Domfoam changed its name to 4362063 

Canada Ltd.  Throughout this Report, references to Valle Foam mean 3113736 Canada 

Ltd. and references to Domfoam mean 4362063 Canada Ltd. 

5. By Order of the United States Bankruptcy Court, Northern District of Ohio (Western 

Division) (the “U.S. Bankruptcy Court”) dated February 24, 2012 (the “U.S. 

Recognition Order”), the CCAA Proceeding was recognized as a foreign main 

proceeding. A copy of the U.S. Recognition Order is attached hereto as Exhibit “B”. 

6. By Orders of the Court dated February 8, March 16, June 15, October 25, 2012, February 

28, July 17, 2013, December 17, 2013, April 29, 2014 and October 28, 2014 
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(collectively, the “Extension Orders”), the Court has periodically extended the Stay 

Period, with the most recent extension expiring on April 24, 2015.  

7. All of the assets of the Companies have been sold and the proceeds of sale are held by the 

Monitor.  Pursuant to the Order of the Court dated June 15, 2012 (the “Claims 

Solicitation Procedure Order”), the Monitor has conducted and completed a claims 

process with respect to the Companies (the “Claims Solicitation Procedure”).  The 

claims bar date under the Claims Solicitation Procedure was August 31, 2012 (the 

“Claims Bar Date”).  A copy of the Claims Solicitation Procedure Order is attached as 

Exhibit “C”. 

8. The Initial Order together with related Court documents, the Notice to Creditors dated 

January 19, 2012 and the Monitor’s First through Tenth Reports to the Court 

(collectively, the “Prior Reports”) have been posted on the Monitor’s website at 

www.deloitte.com/ca/vallefoam (the “Monitor’s Website”).  The Monitor has also 

established a toll free number at 1-855-601-6415 and a dedicated e-mail address at 

vallefoam@deloitte.ca for creditors and other interested parties to contact the Monitor 

with questions or concerns regarding the CCAA Proceeding.  

9. The purpose of this report (the “Eleventh Report”) is to update the Court with respect to 

the status of the steps remaining to carry out a distribution to the Companies’ creditors, to 

complete the administration of the Companies’ estates and to provide the Court with the 

Monitor’s recommendation with respect to the Companies’ motion for an extension of the 

Stay Period to September 30, 2015. 

TERMS OF REFERENCE 

10. In preparing the Eleventh Report, the Monitor has relied upon unaudited financial 

information, the Companies’ books and records, the financial information prepared by the 

Companies, and discussions with management (“Management”) and legal counsel for 

the Companies. 
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11. Unless otherwise stated, all dollar amounts contained in this Eleventh Report are 

expressed in Canadian dollars. 

12. Capitalized terms not otherwise defined in this Eleventh Report are as defined in the 

Initial Order. 

BACKGROUND 

13. The Companies operated together as one of Canada’s leading and largest manufacturers 

and distributors of flexible polyurethane foam products from facilities located in Ontario, 

Quebec and British Columbia.  The operations of Valle Foam and Domfoam historically 

comprised substantially all of the Companies’ operations.  A-Z Foam and Valle Foam are 

wholly owned subsidiaries of Domfoam. 

14. Mr. Anthony Vallecoccia is the President and Chief Executive Officer of Domfoam, 

President of Valle Foam, and the sole officer and director of A-Z Foam. 

15. Other than security interests which may be claimed by certain equipment lessors, the 

Monitor is not aware of any secured creditors of the Companies.  As at January 11, 2012, 

the total liabilities of Valle Foam, Domfoam and A-Z Foam, not including any claims 

pursuant to the Class Actions (as defined below), amounted to approximately 

$11,218,000, $11,339,000 and $368,000 respectively. 

The Competition Bureau (Canada) Fines and Related Litigation 

16. As set out in the Monitor’s First Report to the Court dated January 25, 2012, both Domfoam 

and Valle Foam were charged with, and on January 5, 2012, pled guilty to, certain 

offences under the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c C¬34 (the “Competition Act”) 

arising from collusion with other manufacturers of slab foam and carpet underlay foam 

within Canada to lessen competition in the sale or supply of these products and by 

conspiring with other manufacturers to fix or control the price for these products. 
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17. Domfoam was fined a total of $6.0 million and Valle Foam was fined a total of $6.5 

million. No fine was assessed against A-Z Foam as no charges were laid against A-Z 

Foam.  In accordance with the terms of the sentence imposed, Valle Foam paid $500,000 

in partial payment of the fines imposed against it on the same day the guilty pleas were 

entered. 

18. As a result of the foregoing, each of Valle Foam and Domfoam has an outstanding 

liability of $6.0 million in fines payable to the Crown. 

19. As set out in the Affidavit of Tony Vallecoccia sworn January 11, 2012, (the “Vallecoccia 

Affidavit”), the Applicants disclosed their financial difficulties to the Crown prior to the 

entry of their guilty pleas and advised of the Applicants’ intention to file for protection 

under the provisions of a Canadian insolvency regime. 

20. The Monitor has been advised by the Companies that, as part of the plea arrangement 

with the Crown, certain officers and directors of the Companies are required to provide 

sworn testimony to the Competition Bureau.  

CLASS ACTIONS 

21. The Monitor has been advised by the Applicants that some or all of the Applicants have 

been named as defendants in six class action lawsuits in Canada, and over two dozen 

class action lawsuits in the United States (together, the “Class Actions”), based upon 

allegations of price fixing by certain of the Applicants and other manufacturers in the slab 

foam industry. 

22. The Canadian Class Actions consist of two proceedings commenced in each of British 

Columbia (the “BC Proceedings”) and Ontario (the “Ontario Proceedings”) and a 

proceeding commenced in Quebec (the “Quebec Proceeding”).  The Canadian Class 

Actions advance joint and several claims against the Companies and certain other 

defendants or respondents on behalf of proposed classes comprised of all persons or 
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entities who purchased polyurethane foam and polyurethane foam products in Canada 

from and after January 1, 1999 (collectively, the “Class”). 

23. The Monitor understands that settlements have been reached with all of the Plaintiffs in 

both the Canadian and U.S. Class Actions and that all such proceedings have been or will 

be discontinued.  The terms of the settlement in the Canadian Class Actions are set out in 

the Canadian Polyurethane Foam Class Actions National Settlement Agreement dated as 

of January 10, 2012 (the “Settlement Agreement”).  Although the Canadian and U.S. 

Settlements permitted the Plaintiffs in the Class Actions to file claims in the CCAA 

Proceeding against the Companies, only the Plaintiffs in the BC Proceedings, the Ontario 

Proceedings and the Quebec Proceeding filed a claim pursuant to the Claims Solicitation 

Procedure, described in more detail below. 

24. The Settlement Agreement and the settlements reached in the U.S. Class Actions require 

the Companies to make available for examination certain current and former officers, 

directors and employees of the Companies.  Certain current and former officers, directors 

and employees of the Companies have been examined over the course of 2013 and 2014.  

The Monitor permitted the Companies to fund the legal fees and expenses of the 

Companies’ former officers, directors and employees in connection with such 

examinations to ensure that the settlements in the Canadian and U.S. Class Actions are 

not jeopardized.  The Settlement Agreement has been approved within the Quebec 

Proceeding, the Ontario Proceedings and the BC Proceedings and all relevant appeal 

periods expired on or about April 22, 2014 (the “Effective Date”). 

25. The Settlement Agreement provides that after the Effective Date costs incurred by the 

Brayiannis Defendant and the Individual Settling Parties shall be the responsibility of 

each such party.  The Monitor has therefore not permitted the Companies to fund any of 

the costs of the Brayiannis Defendant or the Individual Settling Parties incurred in 

connection with their obligations under the Settlement Agreement after the Effective 

Date. 
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CLAIMS SOLICITATION PROCEDURE 

26. The Monitor, with the assistance of the Companies, reviewed all Proofs of Claim 

delivered to the Monitor by the Claims Bar Date. 

27. Listed below is a summary of the pre-filing and post-filing Proofs of Claim which have 

been admitted by the Monitor and those Proofs of Claim that are pending resolution, 

which are discussed later in this report. 

Company Pre-Filing 
(Admitted) 

Post-Filing 
(Admitted) 

Pending 
Resolution Total 

Valle Foam   $ 27,468,546.57  $  129,015.90  $      nil  $ 27,597,562.47 
Domfoam   $ 26,582,191.77  $        nil  $709,310.94  $ 27,291,502.71 
A-Z Foam  $   4,082,398.29  $  125,399.48  $      nil  $   4,207,797.77 
 

28. All the post-filing claims as noted in the Sixth Report, except for the amounts noted 

above, have been reclassified to pre-filing amounts as a result of Notices of Revision 

being issued and no Notices of Dispute being received  

29. As noted in the Eighth Report, Canada Revenue Agency (“CRA”) had completed its 

review of Valle Foam’s GST/HST returns for the period February 1, 2010 to September 

30, 2012 and assessed Valle Foam in the amount of $310,857.53 inclusive of interest and 

penalties.  Of this amount, CRA characterized the sum of $183,834.95 as pre-filing debt 

and the sum of $127,022.58 as post-filing debt.  The Monitor did not object to the 

payment by Valle Foam to CRA of HST in the amount of $127,022.58 pursuant to 

paragraph 7(b) of the Initial Order.  The post-filing amount of $127,022.58 was paid to 

CRA on December 18, 2013. 

30. As noted in the Fifth Report, paragraph 6 of the Initial Order provides that the Applicants 

are entitled but not required to pay all reasonable expenses incurred by the Applicants in 

carrying on their business in the ordinary course after the date of that Order.  The 

Monitor does not object to the payment by Valle Foam of its post-filing obligations 

incurred in the ordinary course of business in the amount of $1,993.32. 
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31. As noted in the Sixth Report, CRA filed a Proof of Claim for A-Z Foam for post-filing 

obligations in the amount of $104,789.08 on December 8, 2012, after the Claims Bar 

Date.  The post-filing claim was for source deductions in the amount of $3,027.47, 

including penalties and interest of $311.67, and post-filing HST in the amount of 

$101,761.61, including penalties and interest of $6,253.61. 

32. Given the terms of the Initial Order, the amount claimed by CRA should have been paid 

by A-Z Foam, notwithstanding that the CRA A-Z Claim was received after the Claims 

Bar Date.  If A-Z Foam had not remitted the balance of funds on hand on June 15, 2012 

to the Monitor, A-Z Foam would have been in possession of sufficient funds to pay the 

CRA Claim.   The Monitor did not object to the payment by A-Z Foam to CRA in the 

amount of $104,789.08 pursuant to paragraph 7(b) of the Initial Order.  The post-filing 

amount of $104,789.08 was paid to CRA on December 18, 2013. 

33. As noted in the Fifth Report, paragraph 6 of the Initial Order provides that the Applicants 

are entitled but not required to pay all reasonable expenses incurred by the Applicants in 

carrying on their business in the ordinary course after the date of that Order.  The 

Monitor did not object to the payment by A-Z Foam of its post-filing obligations incurred 

in the ordinary course of business in the amount of $20,610.40 which were paid on 

November 28, 2012.  Therefore, all of the A-Z Foam post-filing claims in the amount of 

$125,399.48 have been paid. 

34. No Proof of Claim forms were filed by the U.S. Class Action claimants. 

35. Included in the amount of admitted Claims against both Valle Foam and Domfoam are 

the claims submitted by the Competition Bureau in the amount of $6.0 million 

respectively. 
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CLAIMS DISALLOWED BY THE MONITOR 

36. In connection with the Notices of Revision or Disallowance issued by the Monitor, only 

four Notices of Dispute were received.  Three of these claims were filed with respect to 

the Canadian Class Actions.  As described in more detail in the Monitor’s Ninth  Report 

to the Court, an agreement was reached between the Companies and the Class Plaintiffs 

pursuant to which the Proofs of Claim filed in respect of the Canadian Class Actions have 

been valued at the total amount of CAD$40,000,000.  The foregoing settlement was 

approved by order of the Court dated April 29, 2014.  The allocation to each of Valle 

Foam, Domfoam and A-Z Foam, was done on a several basis in accordance with a 

45/45/10 split as between the respective estates of Valle Foam, Domfoam and A-Z Foam.  

Accordingly, $18.0 million was allocated to each of Valle Foam and Domfoam, and $4.0 

million to A-Z Foam.  

37. The lone remaining disputed claim is that filed by Revenu Quebec. 

STATUS OF CLAIM BY REVENU QUEBEC AGAINST DOMFOAM 

38. Revenu Quebec filed a Proof of Claim against Domfoam pursuant to the Claims 

Solicitation Procedure in the amount of $2,912,679.00.  The Monitor, after consultation 

with the Applicants, disallowed the claim of Revenu Quebec in full on September 21, 

2012. On October 5, 2012, Revenu Quebec issued a Notice of Dispute in the full amount 

of its original claim which has yet to be resolved.  The Monitor has agreed to extend the 

time for Revenu Quebec to bring its motion before the Court to determine its claim to 

provide the parties an opportunity to resolve same. 

39. Discussions have continued between the parties and the amount of the claim in dispute 

has been substantially reduced.  Revenu Quebec’s claim was originally comprised of 

Quebec sales tax in the amount of $795,116.64 and goods and services tax in the amount 

of $2,156,013.74.  Revenu Quebec has acknowledged that Domfoam is entitled to make 
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an election pursuant to section 156 of the Excise Tax Act (Canada) in respect of its 

purchases of goods and services from Valle Foam and A-Z Foam, with the result that 

Revenu Quebec reduced its claim in respect of intercompany sales from $1,664,824.52 to 

zero.  On April 22, 2014, Revenu Quebec delivered to the Monitor its revised notice of 

assessment (the “Revised Notice of Assessment”), claiming $844,941.87 in respect of 

Quebec sales tax and source deductions and $398,904.83 in respect of GST. 

40. As noted in the Monitor’s Tenth Report to the Court, the Monitor has accepted Revenu 

Quebec’s claim for taxes exigible in respect of sales of pre-filing goods, specifically input 

tax credits (“CTI”) in the amount of $185,667.56 and reimbursement of input tax credits 

(“RTI”) in the amount of $348,868.20 (together, the “Pre-Filing Amounts”).   

41. It appears that certain of the amounts referenced in Revenu Quebec’s Revised Notice of 

Assessment constitute post-filing obligations of Domfoam in accordance with paragraph 

7(b) of the Initial Order.  Prior to distribution, the Monitor will make a recommendation 

to the Court regarding the amount, if any, of the Revenu Quebec claim which constitutes 

a post-filing claim against Domfoam. Although substantial progress has been made in 

resolving the Revenu Quebec claim, Domfoam continues to dispute its liability in respect 

of approximately $400,000 of the Revenu Quebec claim relating to certain input tax 

credits disallowed by Revenu Quebec.  Details of that dispute are described below. 

42. Domfoam has provided to Revenu Quebec invoices rendered to Domfoam in respect of 

goods and services supplied to Domfoam by various temporary employment agencies.  

Domfoam claimed input tax credits in respect of Quebec sales tax and GST exigible in 

respect of all such invoices.  The aggregate amount of such input credits amounts to 

approximately $400,000.00. 

43. Revenu Quebec has advised Domfoam that the temporary agencies in respect of which 

input tax credits were claimed have been audited by Revenu Quebec and identified as 

“suppliers of false invoices”.  Revenu Quebec claims that these agencies do not have any 

activities in accordance with the rules of the industry and do not have the capacity to 

provide the services billed to Domfoam.  Domfoam disputes Revenu Quebec’s position.  
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Domfoam claims that it received the services identified in the subject invoices and that it 

properly paid all taxes exigible in respect of those invoices. 

44. Domfoam has appealed that part of the Revenu Quebec assessment relating to the 

disallowed input tax credits to the Tax Court of Canada, without prejudice to its position 

that the amount of Revenu Quebec’s claim should be properly determined before the 

Ontario Superior Court of Justice in accordance with the Claims Solicitation Procedure.  

Revenu Quebec has delivered its responding material to Domfoam’s appeal.  Although 

efforts continue to negotiate a settlement of the foregoing appeal, as at the date of this 

Eleventh Report, no settlement has been reached.  

LATE FILED CLAIMS 

45. The Claims Bar Date was 5:00 pm EDT on August 31, 2012.  Paragraph 4 of the Claims 

Solicitation Procedure Order states that “nothing in this Order shall confer upon the 

Monitor or the Applicants the discretion or authority to amend or to extend the Claims 

Bar Date without further order of this Court.”  

46. Subsequent to August 31, 2012 to the date of this report, the following late claims have 

been received: 

 

Company Pre-Filing Post-Filing Total 
Valle Foam  $ 122,569.38 $ 270,958.16  $  393,527.54 
Domfoam    $   74,382.38    $       nil      $    74,382.38 
A-Z Foam   $     1,673.41    $     3,024.50    $      4,697.91 

47. The Monitor proposes to address the treatment of all Proofs of Claim filed after the 

Claims Bar Date as part of a subsequent motion to approve distribution of funds to those 

creditors of the Companies holding Proven Claims. 
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TIMING OF DISTRIBUTION TO CREDITORS 

48. The proceeds of the Companies’ assets are currently held by the Monitor.  In the ordinary 

course, prior to carrying out a distribution to the Companies’ creditors, the Monitor 

would obtain clearance certificates from CRA as well as the relevant provincial taxing 

authorities in Ontario, British Columbia and Quebec, confirming that no amounts are 

owing by any of the Companies to those taxing authorities.  However, clearance 

certificates will not be issued by the relevant taxing authorities unless and until the 

Companies file their federal and provincial income tax returns.  None of the Companies 

have filed tax returns since the 2011 fiscal year.  The Monitor does not have the 

necessary information to file tax returns on behalf of the Companies and, accordingly, it 

does not appear that the Companies’ outstanding tax returns will be filed. 

49. The Income Tax Act (Canada), the Excise Tax Act (Canada) and certain provincial 

statutes may impose personal liability upon the Monitor for amounts owing to the federal 

and provincial taxing authorities if it carries out a distribution to the Companies’ creditors 

without first obtaining the necessary clearance certificates.  Since it does not appear that 

those clearance certificates will be obtained, the Monitor has sought from CRA, the 

Ontario Ministry of Finance, the British Columbia Ministry of Finance and Revenu 

Quebec comfort letters confirming that the Monitor will not incur any personal liability in 

connection with any distribution to the creditors of the Companies in circumstances in 

which the claims of CRA and the provincial taxing authorities will not be paid in full. 

50. As of the date of this Eleventh Report, the Monitor has been verbally advised that CRA is 

prepared to issue the requested letter with respect to Valle Foam.  The Monitor has 

received the requested comfort letter from the Ontario Ministry of Finance and, 

accordingly, the Monitor anticipates being in a position shortly to carry out a distribution 

with respect to Valle Foam. 
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51. The Monitor has not yet received all of the necessary comfort letters with respect to A-Z 

Foam or Domfoam and continues to address these requests with the relevant taxing 

authorities. 

52. The Monitor is currently working with counsel to the Companies and the beneficiaries of 

the Directors’ Charge created under the Initial Order to determine the appropriate 

holdback from a distribution to the creditors of Valle Foam.  The Monitor anticipates 

returning to Court within the next four weeks to seek the Court’s authority to carry out a 

distribution to the creditors of Valle Foam and, provided the necessary comfort letters 

have been received by that time, the creditors of A-Z Foam and Domfoam. 

ACTIVITIES OF THE MONITOR 

53. In addition to the activities described above, the Monitor has undertaken the following 

activities since the date of the Tenth Report: 

(a) Assisted the Companies in attempting to resolve the outstanding claim by Revenu 

Quebec,  which is the only unresolved claim against the Companies, other than 

certain late filed claims as described in the Monitor’s Fifth Report to the Court; 

(b) Assisted counsel to Valle Foam in collecting outstanding accounts receivable; and 

(c) Monitored the financial position of the Applicants and prepared this Eleventh 

Report. 

STATEMENTS OF CASH RECEIPTS AND DISBURSEMENTS 

54. Attached as Exhibit “D” is the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for Valle Foam 

for the period March 29, 2012 to April 7, 2015.   Total cash receipts from the sale of 

assets, the collection of accounts receivable, settlement funds, reimbursement of legal 

fees and other receipts are $7,422,764.26.  Total disbursements are $1,371,199.10.  Net 

cash on hand as of April 7, 2015 is $6,051,565.16. 
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55. Attached as Exhibit “E” is the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for Domfoam 

for the period March 29, 2012 to April 7, 2015.  Total cash receipts from the sale of 

assets, the collection of accounts receivable, settlement funds and other receipts are 

$4,681,843.41.  Total disbursements are $2,570,514.15.  Net cash on hand as at April 7, 

2015 is $2,111,329.26.  

56. Attached as Exhibit “F” is the Statement of Receipts and Disbursements for A-Z Foam 

for the period March 29, 2012 to April 7, 2015.   Total cash receipts from the sale of 

assets, the collection of accounts receivable, settlement funds and other receipts are 

$1,212,579.73.  Total disbursements are $517,545.11.  Net cash on hand as at April 7, 

2015 is $695,034.62. 

PROFESSIONAL FEES 

57. The Monitor and its independent legal counsel, Thornton Grout Finnigan LLP (“TGF”) 

have maintained detailed records of their professional time and costs since the issuance of 

the Initial Order.  Pursuant to paragraph 29 of the Initial Order, the Monitor and TGF 

were directed to pass their accounts from time to time before this Court. 

58. The total fees of the Monitor during the period from October 11, 2014 to April 2, 2015   

amount to $24,959.00, together with expenses and disbursements in the amount of $11.00 

and harmonized sales tax (“HST”) in the amount of $3,246.10, totalling $28,216.10 (the 

“Monitor Fees”).  The time spent by the Monitor is more particularly described in the 

Affidavit of Paul Casey of Deloitte Restructuring Inc., sworn April 17, 2015, sworn in 

support hereof and attached hereto as Exhibit “G”. 

59. The total legal fees incurred by the Monitor during the period September 1,  2014 to 

March 31, 2015  for services provided by TGF as the Monitor’s independent legal 

counsel amount to $26,135.00, together with disbursements in the amount of $120.16 and 

HST in the amount of $3,413.19, totalling $29,668.35.  The time spent by TGF personnel 
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is more particularly described in the Affidavit of Grant Moffat, a partner of TGF, sworn 

April 16, 2015 in support hereof and attached hereto as Exhibit “H”. 

60. The total legal fees incurred by the Monitor during the period April 13, 2013 to March 

27, 2015 for services provided by Kohrman Jackson & Krantz P.L.L. (“KJK”) as the 

Monitor’s independent legal counsel as Foreign Representative in the Chapter 15 

Proceedings amount to US $1,284.50, together with disbursements in the amount of US 

$88.50, totalling US $1,373.00.  The time spent by KJK personnel is more particularly 

described in the Affidavit of Mary Whitmer, a partner of KJK, sworn April 13, 2015 in 

support hereof and attached hereto as Exhibit “I”. 

ALLOCATION OF PROFESSIONAL FEES 

61. As noted in the Monitor’s Tenth Report to the Court, the Applicants, with the 

concurrence of the Monitor, have determined that the appropriate pro rata allocation of 

professional fees to Valle Foam, Domfoam and A-Z Foam should be 45%, 45% and 10% 

respectively.  Ongoing payment of the Monitor’s fees, and legal fees incurred by the 

Monitor and the Applicants are paid on the above-noted prorated basis. 

62. Valle Foam also gave retainers to a number of law firms prior to January 12, 2012.  As 

the law firms draw down on their retainers, Domfoam and A-Z Foam repay Valle Foam 

their respective proportionate share. 

EXTENSION OF THE STAY PERIOD 

63. The Companies have asked the Court to approve an extension of the Stay Period from 

April 24, 2015 to September 30, 2015.  The basis for this request is to allow time for 

resolution of the Revenu Quebec claim, to obtain the remaining comfort letters as 

described above, to collect the remaining Valle Foam accounts receivable and to carry 

out an interim distribution to the Companies’ creditors holding proven claims. 

 




































































































































































































































































